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The Witness
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I Am Neither Your Daughter, Nor Son

When you try to find this
 and I know you will try to 
  find this:

Mother tells me I am  delayed
 whenever I act 
  out but I was not   taught how to express 

“socially appropriate” emotions. And she hates that I dress          like the son she 
didn’t want;
 I was born an orchid  but needed to become
   the vines I wrapped my throat in    to choke back the words
  
I wish I spat out  instead of pretending to be 
 delicate for her. I wilted   my skin to try to
       find peace in that red honey          because blood is the only
 
thing we all have in common – it doesn’t know boy
 girl or anything in between, 
  like family, love, all the lies –    she tells me     I am hers 

to bleed forever.
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post-skeletonization

well before he was 
     even a thought, before he even began 
         to question, there was a tombstone sitting
               in the back of his mother’s closet, watching
                         X chromosomes find one another, link like
                                  his bones, ossifying to form
                                       a historically wide, u-
                                       shaped pelvis, at the pubic 
                                                                symphysis. he didn’t
                know he couldn’t    
outrun what she used to be 
when one day 6 feet of dirt would
retain his disarticulated endoskeleton.

that’s what keeps him
up at night:
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I brought you into this —

“I can take you out of it” — my mother —
lost her daughter the first time 
she raised her

nails to my chalkboard throat,
scratched consent into it; she didn’t
expect the words to heal 

over, stretch into sheets of new skin, 
and she could have lost her son 
if she had cut any deeper. I would have bled

streams, sailed through them, destitute,
returning to where I was, when I was 
first pulled into this, into her 
world with a mouthful of coins.


